
                Digital printing 

-No setup, make ready time/costs
-Variable design printing
-Short delivery timing (JIT)
-Zero inventory
-No obsolescence

-Cost efficient production of short to medium run printing, unique rolls
-Cost efficient producton of trails, startup and sample books
-Avoid cost for stock and obsolescence
-Production and planning flexibility
-Offer personalisation in walldeco
-Faster response time
-Offer latest trends

                EP technology

-Stable mature process
-Dry process
-No pretreatment necessary
-No drying capacity necessary

-High uptime
-Full productivity
-Printing on wide variety substrates
-Safe for operator, end user, environment
-Tuned for application and press

                             Image quality 
                             1200dpi / 4bps

-Offset printing quality
-Fine line  work
-No printing artifacts

-Highest digital quality available on the market
-Match and exceed conventional printing qualities
-No loss of printed materials because of inferior quality

                             Color capability 
                             5/5 or 5/0

-Extend color gamut
-Spot color
-Special effects (UV, fluo, white)
-High light fastness

-Offer wide variety of designs and styles
-Ensure color matching with existing technology/applications
-Offer true simulations for startup collections
-Offer brand colors or customer colors
-Offer durable product for interior use

                             Continuous feed
                             /full rotary

-No repeat length -Print endless images and murals as well as repeat designs

                             Single pass 
                             duplex™

-High productivity
-No speed hit on number of colors
-No speed hit on resolution

-Benefit of full press speed regardless of image content and quality
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             Automation

-MIS, ERP, W2P compatibility
-color management
-tiling
-inline spectrophotometers

-Easy integration with existing workflow and tools for streamlined produc-
tion and logistics workflow
-Output repeatability across devices (color mgt)
-No extra file manipulation for production

        Industry 
        partners

-Qualified & certified media list
-Finishing integration & consulting

-1 partner for complete implementation of the production solution
-Access to best in breed solutions without effort
-Staying up to date on latest sector developments
-Fast finishing and converting
-Piece of mind

                              Financial 
                              solutions 

-Competitive all-in operational leasing solutions
-Saving the burden of one-time significant cash 
payment

-Helps a business to maintain a steady cash-flow profile
-Access to high quality equipment
-Better use of capital
-Off-balance sheet debt (company value!)
-Low capex for startups
-No risk of ‘old’ equipment, protected investment
-Bundle

                              Substrate 
                              flexibility

-Print leading non-wovens on the market
-No pre-treatment, drying time, see-through 
effect
-wide variety of non-wovens

-No extra costs/complexity for specific substrate or coating
-Ease access to a network of paper mills
-Select matching substrate cost for application/target audience 
-Scriptfiles from all leading non-woven vendors
-Supplier independence
-Plug&play
-Printing on wide range of grammages 40gsm-350gsm

                              Eco-friendly

-Dry toner production in 100% green energy 
plant
-No VOC
-Odorless 
-Deinkability

-Regulatory compliance without extra effort such as EN15102
-Applicability in all evironments, even the most critical ones 
-Wide market reach for selling the product

                              Speed -Up to 30m/min

-Scalable production 
-Increase run length and extend digital capacity
-Fast response time
-Fastest proven digital solution on the market
-No environmental impact
-No separate/special waste collectio
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